We extend some results of Christol and Furstenberg to the case of several variables:
1. INTRODUCTION We prove several results about algebraic power series and diagonals of algebraic power series. If R is an integral domain, then R[ [x] ] denotes the ring of formal power series in the variables x = (x, ,..., x,) over R. We call a power series y(x) E R[ [x] ] algebraic if it is algebraic over R[x] . Section 2 contains a lemma that we use repeatedly in the rest of the paper. In Section 3 we prove the following (Theorem 3.1):
If y(x) =Ca,,x" is an algebraic power series (x = (x, ,..., x,), v = (v, ,..., u,) ) with the a,, E L,, the p-adic integers, then for any s > 0 there * The friendly hospitality and support of the University of Leuven and the support of the N.S.F. are gratefully acknowledged.
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is an e E N such that for each i = (ii ,. .., i,) , with 0 6 ij < p', there is an e' < e and an i' = (i', ,. .. , iL) , with 0 d ii < p", such that for all v apsv + i = ape," + i' mod p".
(Here p'v + i = (p'\j, + i, ,..., P'V, + i,).) Conversely if the a,, E Z, satisfy such a set of congruences then there is an algebraic power series r =C &,?c~E Z, [[x] ] with &-a, modulo p'. The case s= 1 of this theorem is contained in Christol, Kamae, Mendes-France, and Rauzy [C-K] , and the case m = 1 is proved in Christ01 [Chl] by somewhat different methods (see Remark 4.6). Recently Christ01 [ChZ] has extended the case m = 1 to nondiscrete valuation rings. In [C-K] the theorem is proved that if F is a finite field then I = C a,,~: E F[ [xl] ] is algebraic if and only if the function n b a, can be computed by a finite machine. The generalization of this theorem to power series modulo ps is immediate from Theorem 3.1 by using the method of [C-K] . For the sake of completeness we provide details in Section 4. If J(X) = C a,, ,,x;l..' x2 then the diagonal I,, J-v) is defined by Z,,,,(y) = C a y,y,y). ._ ,,,x';lxy . . . x2 . We define the other diagonals I,, similarly. By a diagonal we mean any composition of these diagonals. In Furstenberg [Fu] it is shown that (a) if y(x) is a rational function E F[ [xl] , where F is a field of characteristic p # 0, then any diagonal of y is an algebraic function and (b) if v(xl) is an algebraic function in K [[x~] ] (K any field) then there is a rational function R(x,, .x?)E K [[xl, x2] ] such that y(xi)= Z,,.,(R). In Deligne [Dl] it is shown that (c) if F is a field of characteristic p #O and ~(x,,..., x,) E F[ [x, ,..., x,] ] is algebraic then any diagonal of y is also algebraic, and (d) if J E Z [ [x, ,..., x,] ] is algebraic then for almost all p, and for all s, the diagonal of JJ modulo p' is algebraic. In Section 5 we reprove (c) and also show that if R is a complete discrete valuation ring with uniformizing parameter rt and residue class field of characteristic p ~0, and if J'E R [[x , ,..., x,,] ] is algebraic, then for any diagonal I(,,) and any s E N there is an algebraic power series Jo R[ [x, ,..., x,,] ] such that Z(y) 5 j modulo x'. In Section 6 we extend (b) to the case of algebraic power series in several variables over a local Noetherian integral domain A which is not pathological: If y(x, ,..., x,) E A [ [xi ,..., x,] ] is algebraic, then there is a rational power series R of 2m variables so that y is a diagonal of R. We also give an application of this theorem (Remark 6.6). In Section 7 we show that power series C u,,x;~Z~ [[xi] ] with the a, defined by a recursion of the form a,, = F(n) a,_, , where F(n) is a rational function over Q all of whose zeros and poles belong to Q, are algebraic modulo ps for all s.
We would like to thank B. Dwork for stimulating conversations, G. Christol for sending us valuable information and L. Van Hamme for bringing reference [C-K] to our attention.
A USEFUL LEMMA
First we introduce some notation. F is a perfect field of characteristic p#O; x= (x ,,...,. Y ) and F[[x]] is the ring of formal power series in nt x ,,...,. xrrn over F. Let S= jcl=(c((l) ,,.., a(m)): O<~((i)<p for i= l,..., m). We shall denote elements of S by the letters CI, /I. or y, sometimes with subscripts. Note that for any y E F[ [IX] ] there exist unique y,(x) E F [ [x]] for cc ES such that Y(X) = Cats x"y;(x). (Here .x? = x:"'... .I$"'),) We can iterate this so that y(x) =~z,aEs.~a+pDy$r (~) and so on, where PB = (Pm 1 L Pbw)). If Y(X) = c,, a Al' I'-where v = (v, ,..., v,,) is a multiindex then y,(x) = C, a$'+';..~', where pv + r* = (pv, + a( 1) ,..., PV,,, + a(m )). Y&) = cc +A 1 + p/j X" and so on. If F is the p element field then we have Y,(X) = CL, up,, +a-Y" and so on. Suppose now that y(x) E F[ [x] ] is algebraic (i.e., is algebraic over F[x] ). Then y(x) satisfies an equation of the form x;=, g,(x)yp'= 0 with the g,(x) E F [x] and g,(x) #O. (Because F(x)(y) is a finite dimensional vector space over F(x).) We claim that we can always take r = 0. Indeed, suppose r > 0: Since F is perfect we can write g;(.u) = C, E s gy%(.x) XI. Hence we have C, t s C;= r (gr, .r"') x1 = 0 which is equivalent to the pm equations z.;=,g, y"'-' = 0. For at least one (Y we have that g,, #O and hence ,V satisfies an equation of the above form with r replaced by Y -1. Hence we have that if y(x) is algebraic then it satisfies an equation of the form f(x) y = c j;(x) j'" = L (vP ,...? .F) (1)
,=I where f(x) # 0 and L is linear over F[x] . In the rest of the paper we shall make repeated use of the following Lemma. Part (ii) (ii) !f, in addition, F is a finite jield then we have that .fbr e large enough and each (CI, ,..., c(,,) E S" there is an e' < e and (p, ,..., ,tl<,,) E S"' SUC'II that Yx,'-.z~=Yp, p,2 .
Proof. y satisfies an equation of the form (1) above. Letting Y'C a6 s J$X" and substituting into ( 1) we get Multiply (4) by f p-'(x) and substitute from (1) for f(x) y to get Equating the coefficients of xp and taking pth roots we have
The deg., of the right-hand side of (5) 
where deg, (L,8r...) such that if y = j + C:=, piyi then f,(y) = 0 mod pn+ '. Suppose that F,,..., 5, have been shown to exist. Let 7 = j + C;= , p'E, and let ~1 =F + p"+ 'z. Then, writing .f for (f, ,...,fk), we have by Taylor's Theorem that f(y) = f(j+p"+'
;)=f(Y)+(af/ay)(y)p"+'=+p'"+'H(=) where wm) = (af,/lay,),.j= ,.,. ..+ and H(z) has entries from R [[x]] [z]. Now j"(j) = p" + 'L for some vector L with entries from R[ [xl]. Hence we must see that z can be chosen so that p"+'L+ ~~"(aflC~y)(j) z=O mod P~+~, i.e., that there is a z such that L + (af/ay)(j) z s 0 mod p. Since det(afla+v)(j) = 1 mod p there is a matrix A with entries from R [[x]] such that A(aflay)(F) = I, the identity matrix, and hence we can choose Z,,, , = -AL.
ALGEBRAIC POWER SERIES mod p*
The main result of this section is
x=(x1 ,..., x,), be algebraic. Let s E N,. Then there exists an e E N,, such that for all j < p', there exist e' < e and j' < p" such that apCv + i E ap6V + j mod p', (1) for all v. Here v, j, j' are multi-indices EN"', and e, e' E N. By .i=(j , ,..., j,) < pE we mean j, <p',. .., j, <pe, etc. (ii) The converse is also true: Let f(x) = C, a,x" E Zp[ [xl], and let s E t+l,,. Suppose that there exists an e E N, such that for all j < pp, there exist e' <e and j' <p" satisfying (1). Then there exists an algebraic g(
Remark. The case s = 1 is contained in [C-K]. The case m = 1 is proved in [Chl] and [Ch2] . To prove 3.1(i) we shall first prove 3.l(ii). First we introduce some more notation. 
Proof of Theorem 3.l(ii). From 3.1(l) and 3.2(l) it follows that for all a1 ,..., a, E S there exist e' <e and a', ,..., a:, ES such that L,-...,(x) =A; -.;. (.d mod p', and hence
where L is a linear polynomial without constant term (depending on 
Since the Jacobian of the system (2) is congruent to 1 modp, it follows that the fX,. I<,' (and hence also .f ), are algebraic mod p, and can be lifted to an algebraic power series over Z,, (see Remark 2.2). We will prove by induction on s that the TO,. zc (and hence also S), are the reductions mod p' of algebraic power series g "I" ""(x) E Z, [ [x] ]. Let s> 1. By the induction hypothesis there exist algebraic power series
From (1) it follows that
and hence mod P,
where
is algebraic. The system (3), in the unknowns A'"' "' ""(x), has Jacobian congruent to 1 mod p. Thus Hensel's Lemma implies that there exist algebraic power series a"l" "e'(~)~ Z, [[x]] such that
The Theorem 3.l(ii) now follows from
Next we turn to the proof of 3.1 (i), but first we need some notation and some lemmas. Let C" a"x" E Z, [[x] ]. The ith p-adic digit of a" will be denoted by a,,(i). Thus a"(i) E (0, l,..., p -1 } and a" = C,"=O a,,(i) p '. 3. 4 . LEMMA. Let f(x)~ F, [[x]] be algebraic. Let SE N,. Then there exists an algebraic power series g(x) E Z, [ [xl] such that 0( f(x)) = g(x) modp". Proof. Let f(x) = C,, c,,x", with c" E F,. From Lemma 2.l(ii) it follows (see 3.2( 1)) that there exists an e E N, such that for every j< pe there exist an e' < e and j' < pe' such that for all v E FV". But this also implies that The lemma follows now by applying 3.l(ii) to C, 0(c,) x".
Q.E.D. Remark. In general @(f(x)) is not algebraic. For example, f(x) = C xP" E FJ [x] ] is algebraic but 0( f(x)) is not algebraic since every algebraic function satisfies a homogeneous, linear differential equation, and hence, if it is not a polynomial, there is a bound on successive Taylor coefficients which can be all zero.
3.5. PROPOSITION 
] is algebraic, since 1" a,x" is algebraic. For i > 0, the proof is by induction on i. Note that 
Formula (1) now follows from (2) and 3.2( 1). Q.E.D. Remark. The results which we have proved for Fp and E, remain true, with essentially the same proofs, for any finite field F, (q=p") and any complete discrete valuation ring R, of characteristic zero, with prime p and W~P)=&,.
FINITE MACHINES
We recall that a finite machine M consists of the following. (i) A finite set 9' of (internal) states, one of which is the initial state, (ii) A finite alphabet, 9, of inputs, (iii) A finite alphabet 0 of outputs, (iv) A transition function t: 9' x .a + Y and an output function o: 9' -+ 0. The machine, starting in the initial state, is fed a sequence i,, i2,..., from 9. At the jth stage it is in internal state s, it "reads" input ii, enters the internal state s'= t(s, i,) and displays output o(s').
We shall also want to consider machines with m inputs i/r, i,T,..., for each j= l,..., m. At each stage it will read one "digit" from each input. We can always reduce such a machine to one with only one input by interweaving the inputs i,,, i, ,,..., iml, i,2 ,.... For more information about finite machines the reader is referred to [Mi] . The machines we shall consider will have f = (0, 1,2,..., p -1 }, so that an input i,, iZ,..., can be considered as a natural number cj ijp'-'. 8 will be the elements of Z/p". Hence for each input v E N", in p-adic notation, the machine M produces an a, E Z/p". We shall say that the sequence {a,,} is generated by M. 4.1. THEOREM. The sequence a,, E Zp/pS, v = (vl ,. .., v,) E N" is generated by a finite machine if and only if there is an algebraic power series y(x) = 2 6,.x" E Z, [ [xl] such that ii, = a, modp".
ProoJ: Suppose that the a, are generated by a finite machine M. Choose e so large that for every s E Y if M ever enters state s then it does so on an input of length less than e. This means that for each i = (i, ,..., i,) with 0 6 i, < p' there is an e' < e and an i' = (ii ,..., ik) with 0 < ii <p" such that +,, + , = ape'" + ,, for all v (i.e., M is in the same state after e stages starting with input i as it is after e' stages starting with input i'). The existence of -Y(X) now follows immediately from Theorem 3.l(ii).
Conversely suppose that there is an algebraic power series y(x)=C ii,,x"~Z~ [[x]] with &=a,, modp". From Theorem 3.1(i) we have that for e large enough and for every i = (i, ,..., i,) with 0 6 i, < p' for j= l,..., m there is an e' <e and an i' = (ii ,..., ik) with 0 d ii <p" for j = I,..., m such that e apev + i = a",,,, + II mod p '. We equip our machine with a table of all the values of the dir modp" for i' = (ii ,..., ih) with 0 d i,' <p". We compute as follows. Given v write v = ppV + i. Use the above congruence to replace v by v' = pp'S + i'. Use the table to display tic and iterate.
Q.E.D.
Remark. The same result is true if we replace Z, by any complete discrete valuation ring R of characteristic zero, with prime p such that R/(p) = F, for any finite field F. The only changes necessary in the proof are notational.
DIAGONALS OF ALGEBRAIC POWER SERIES
In this section we shall prove two results about the diagonals of algebraic power series. 
Proof:
We may suppose that F is perfect. It is sufficient to prove the proposition for I= I,,., and for J= J,.!,,. We know from the remark following Lemma 2.1 that for e large enough the J',, ?~, for (2, ,..., u<,) E s', satisfy a system of equations of the form Next let R be a complete discrete valuation ring of characteristic zero, with uniformizing parameter rr such that R/(x) = F is a field of characteristic p # 0.
THEOREM. Let f(x) E: R[[x]]
be algebraic and let SE N. Let We have I,,,,( f ) = g mod 71. Let J,,,, be as before. Next we use Theorem 5.2 to prove an analogue of Proposition 3.5 for "Teichmiiller digits." Let R be a complete discrete valuation ring of characteristic zero, with uniformizing parameter rt such that R/(n) = F is a perfect field of characteristic p # 0. Then there exists a unique homomorphism y of the muftiplicatioe group of F into the group of units of R such that y(z) = z for all 2 E F, where the overbar denotes reduction mod(n), see, e.g., [Gr, p. 711 The lemma now follows from the congruence y(a") = cfY' mod 7~'. Q.E.D.
REPRESENTATION OF ALGEBRAIC POWER SERIES AS DIAGONALS OF RATIONAL POWER SERIES
In this section we prove (Theorem 6.2) that any algebraic power series in any number of variables over an excellent local integral domain A can be written as a diagonal of a power series over A which is rational. The special case of algebraic power series in one variable over a field is contained in [Fu] . In Remark 6.6. we show how this representation can be used to give a short proof of the result in Section 3, following Christol's approach [Chl] .
Roughly speaking, an excellent ring is a Noetherian commutative ring which is not "pathological".
For the definition of excellent ring we refer to [Ma, p. 2581 . We recall that excelle!!. " any field k, and any complete local Noetherian ring are (ii) If A is an excellent ring, then any finitely generated A-algebra is excellent.
(iii) Any localization of an excellent ring is excellent.
(iv) A discrete valuation ring R is excellent if and only if the fraction field of its completion is separable over the fraction field of R. (v) An excellent ring is Noetherian. In the special case that A is a field or a complete discrete valuation ring, the claim that A{ X} is algebraically closed in A[ [xl] also follows directly from Artin's Approximation Theorem [Ar] . Now, let f(x)EA [[x] ] be any algebraic power series. Thus we have f(x) E A(x). From the construction of the Henselization A(x) as a direct limit of certain &tale extensions of A c-~l(,,,,~ see [Ra, p. 125, Theorem 23, it 
where cp E A [ [x] ] satisfies an equation P(x, cp) = 0, with P(x, y) E A [x, y], (y one variable), and g (x, (P)4 (% xl.
Without loss of generality we may suppose that ~(0) = 0. Then (2) Moreover, from Lemma 6.3(ii), and by expanding W(x, y) in a power series in x, y and using the additivity of 9, it follows that 9,(N& Y)) = W(x, cpb)) =.0x).
6.3. LEMMA. Let A be an integral domain. Let x = (x1 ,. .., x,) , and let y be one variable. Let P(x, y) E A[x, y] and suppose that (8P/c?y)(O, 0) is a unit in A. Let (p(x)~A[[x]] and suppose that P(x, q(x)) =0 and q(O) =O. (ii) Zf ic FU"',jc N, then 9(y(xy)'y' g (xy, y)/P(xy, y)) = x'cp(x)'.
DENEF AND LIPSHITZ
Proqf:
We apply the method of [Fu, Proposition 23. Write P(.u, .v 
From (1) 
This follows from the fact that A [ [xl] is faithfully flat over the ring of power series of the form (1) see [Ma, Sect. 24, p. 1721 . However, this is not generally true when A is not Noetherian. 6 .4. Remark.
The converse of Theorem 6.2(i) is also true. Let x= (Xl,..., x,) and let y be one variable. If f(x, y) is a power series which represents a rational function, then 9(f) is algebraic. Indeed Z,f(x4 Y) = w f )(xt), and Z,y of a rational power series (t one variable, y one variable) is algebraic, see [ Fu] . Remark. The converse of Theorem 6.2(ii) is not true. Indeed it is 641/N-5 DENEF AND LIPSHITZ known [Fu, p. 2731 that there exists a rational power series f(u, J: U) over @ in three variables such that ZXVZV,,f is not algebraic. But 6.6. Remark. Christ01 [Chl] proves the case m = 1 of Theorem 3.1 by using the case m = 1, A a field, (due to Furstenberg [Fu] Note also that $,(gcp(h)) = tir(g) h and that ((p(Q))fl-' = (p(Q"' I). Hence $AF/Q"') -$,(F/(P(Q~'~ ')I mod p" = t,br(F)/Qp"' E t,b,(F) Q/Q@.
that V is closed under all the +, and that P/Q modp" is an element of V. Notice that V is finite. Let IV be the image of V under the diagonal map I. Clearly f modp" is an element of IV and IV is closed under $,. for all v = (r, ,..., r,,,), since I$(,,,) = til,Z. Theorem 3.1(i) follows directly from this and the finiteness of IV.
Proof of Theorem 3.l(ii). Suppose that the Taylor coefficients of f(x) E Z, [ [x, ,..., x,] ] satisfy congruences of the form ( 1) of Theorem 3.1. By Remark 2.2 there is an algebraic g E Zp [ [x, ,..., x,] ] such that f = g mod p. Applying Theorem 3.1(i) to g it follows easily that (l/p)( f -g) satisfies a set of congruences of the form (1) of Theorem 3.1 with p" replaced by ps I.
Hence by induction
there is an algebraic hEE, [[x]] such that (l/p)(f-g)-hmodp"-'.Thenfrg+phmodp".
SOME PARTICULAR RECURSIONS
Let the a, E Z,, n E N, satisfy a, = F(n) a,_ i where F(n) =f(n)/g(n), f(n) =ny=l (Min + pi), g(n) = ny= 1 (yin + hi), where the ai, fiil Yi, 6;~ z and (pi, p) = (yi, p) = 1. 7.1. THEOREM. With the above notation let y(x) = C a,x" and let s E N. Then there is an algebraic power series j(x) E Zp [ [x] ] such that y(x) z j(x) mod p'. This shows that there are only linitely many different recursion formulas (2). If e, j and e', j' are such that the corresponding recursion formulas (2) are actually the same, and if aj, a;, satisfy ord(a,) + s < ord(u;), then, since all the a; E Z,,, we must have that ii,,,, +,, = 0 mod p' for all k. Now consider the above procedure of determining recursion formulas (2) and initial conditions (3). The first time a particular recursion formula F occurs, let its initial condition be aF. We can note ord(a,) + s = vF say. If this recursion formula F occurs again in the procedure we know that the corresponding sequence of the ZPek + j mod p', k = 0, 1, 2 ,..., is determined by the recursion formula F and dj mod pvFt . ' . Hence we see that there are only a finite number of different sequences CTpek + j modp". Hence for e large enough we will have that for every j with 0 d j<pe there is an e' <e and a j' with 0 <y < p", such that atik+ j = ape,k+,. mod p', for all k. From Theorem 3.1 (ii) we now have immediately that there is an algebraic power series J(X) = C ti,x"~ ZP [ [x] ] with a, = CI, mod p', for all n E N.
Q.E.D. Remarks. (i) In the above proof we could have considered recursions of the form a, = (j(n) h(n)/g(n) k(n)) a,, i, with the f(n), g(n) as above and the h(n), k(n)cH [n] such that h(n), k(n) are units in H, for all no N. (ii) If one allows ,f(n) to have a zero in Z,\Q then u(x) need not be algebraic. Indeed, for CL E Z,\ Q, the power series (1 -x)' E F, [ [xl] is not algebraic, see [Ch2, Sect. 9 Example 11 or [M-V].
(iii) Christ01 and Dwork have informed us that Theorem 7.1 can also be proved (at least for almost all p), by using the theory of differential equations with strong Frobenius structure.
